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This workshop is a joint venture between Bath & North East Somerset Council, Keynsham 

Town Council and it’s Neighbourhood Plan groups. 
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Workshop Running Order 
 

6.30 - Arrival 

 Book in (See Appendix 1 for full list of attendees) 

 Table Allocation (mixed tables of 6 w/ facilitator) 

 Refreshments 

6.45 - Chair's welcome 

6.55 - Background information from trial interim monitoring and Q&A  

7.10 - Introduction to activity 1 

7.15 - Activity 1 

 Identify positives of the one way trial 

 Identify negatives of the one way trial and potential solutions 

7.45 - Feedback from tables 

8.00 - Background and Introduction to activity 2 

8.05 - Activity 2 

 Discussion on the environment of the future 

 Discussion of measures that could enhance attractiveness of High Street 

8.20 – Feedback and discussion  

8.30 – Summary & next steps 

8.40 – Close 
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Introduction 

Background 
Last year the Council launched an experimental one way trial through the centre of Keynsham, which began a formal Temporary Traffic 

Regulation Order. This was launched in order to address significant issues facing the Town Centre identified in the Town Plan and Placemaking 

Plan, with the aim to enhance the attractiveness of Keynsham Town Centre as a chosen destination for residents and visitors. Both the Town 

Plan and the Placemaking Plan recognise traffic congestion and pollution as major issues and promote a traffic reduction initiative to reduce 

both, as it is critical to the regeneration of the Town Centre.  

 

Keynsham Town Plan 2012 - (Shopping Experience action) says: 

Pursue the introduction of a one-way traffic system in the High Street and Ashton Way ......if full pedestrianisation is not viable.  

 

B&NES adopted Placemaking Plan says: 

Opportunities to reduce the volume of traffic passing through the High Street need to be explored in line with the transport strategy to enable 

environmental enhancements and a better balance in the pedestrian environment. This is critical to the regeneration of the town centre. 

 

During 2016/17 Bath and North East Somerset Council ran computer simulations of pedestrianisation and one way traffic schemes for the 

High Street. This indicated that permanent pedestrianisation caused significant peak time traffic congestion, but that one way operation was 

likely to balance peak time congestion impacts with improvements to the high street environment.  

Since the implementation of the one way trial the Council has and continues to undertake technical monitoring on traffic impact, parking, 

footfall in the High Street and air quality in the High Street and surrounds, a summary of this interim monitoring data can be found in 

Appendix 2 An interim monitoring report has been published which is available on the website www.bathnes,gov.uk/keynsham  

http://www.bathnes,gov.uk/keynsham
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Workshop 
This Keynsham NDP Groups workshop was specifically to explore the Keynsham High Street one way trial, and the future of the public realm 

of the High Street. The aim of the workshop was to enable working group members to provide in depth feedback to help inform the Bath and 

North East Somerset council’s future decisions on the trial in Spring 2018. The feedback will help the Council to deliver the best possible 

transport framework for Keynsham town centre and its High street, to support its health and vitality. This workshop was also held to begin an 

ongoing process of dialogue between Keynsham NDP Working Group and Bath and North East Somerset Council members that aims to 

ensure future decisions, designs and investment in the high street coordinate with and help deliver the KNDP town centre related policies and 

aspired outcomes. 

During this meeting, an introduction was given which provided information on;  

 Why the one way trial was put in place 

 The process behind doing so  

 The background work that was involved  

The trial must end in 2018 as it is only a temporary arrangement and that there are three options going forward: 

 Make permanent  

 Amend and make permanent 

 Reinstate previous arrangements 

Following this, information was provided on early indications from the technical monitoring regarding air quality, vehicle journey flow, footfall 

and cycling flows. It was also made aware that the scheme included no major aesthetic improvements to the public realm as they should be 

realised through a future scheme.  

Following this introduction, activities were held in which the working group members could provide feedback on the impacts of the trial 

(positive and negative) as well as possible solutions (activity 1), and also feedback the most important measures that can be taken in order to 

enhance the attractiveness of the High Street (activity 2). 

Attendees were asked to agree whether photos from the workshop could be used in this report of the event and by the Town Council. All 

parties present agreed to this proposal. 
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Facilitation 
The workshop was facilitated by staff from both Keynsham Town Council (Deb Cooper and Dawn Drury) and Bath and North East Somerset 

Council (Cleo Newcombe-Jones and Neil Best), and was independently chaired by Jim Claydon. The room was setup so that there were 6 

group members per table plus a facilitator. 

Q&A Session 
There was a slot for any technical questions. One query was raised: 

Q: Is there still potential for full or part-day pedestrianisation of the High Street in future? This was the preferred option from the Keynsham 

Town Plan? 

A: B&NES Highways team responded that this could be looked at again, but that there were two major issues flagged up which prevented this 

from being implemented, and which led to a one way trial being implemented: (a) Transport modelling showed that the impact of permanent 

pedestrianisation caused significant peak time traffic congestion, but that one way operation was likely to balance peak time congestion impacts 

with improvements to the high street environment and (b) there were highway safety concerns associated with part-day closure, drivers may 

not realise and may drive into the street and barriers etc may be needed. It was noted that this could be looked at again in future, in particular 

a one way system could make future full or part-day pedestrianisation easier to achieve if this was favoured by the community and businesses. 
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Activities 
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Activity 1 - Overview:  
The aim of Activity 1 was to gain feedback from the group members on the positive and negative impacts on the trial, as well as possible 

solutions to the negative impacts of the trial. Each group member had 5 minutes to write down their top 3 positive impacts of the trial on 3 

separate post-it notes. Once the members had done this the facilitator asked each member around the table to choose their most important 

impact and stick it to a large map of the scheme that was provided. After this the members were then asked to add the second most 

important impact to the map. At this point the facilitator invited a discussion and asked for everyone’s opinions on the points that had been 

raised. After this the members were asked to stick their final post-it notes to the map.  

Once this stage had been completed, the facilitators then repeated the process but asking instead for the negative impacts of the trial. After 

repeating this process for the negative impacts the facilitator began a table discussion asking for improvements that could resolve the issues. 

After this activity was completed a feedback session (facilitated by Jim) was held, were the facilitator from each table fed back a summary of 

key impacts (both positive and negative) and possible solutions to issues mentioned by the members. These summaries were noted by Jim on a 

flip chart (see Appendix 3). 
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Activity 1 - Summary of discussion and key points:  

Positives 
The three most commonly raised positive points during this stage of the activity were: 

 Improvements in air quality 

 More pleasant experience/environment for pedestrians 

 Traffic flow improved/less traffic 

Other commonly occurring themes include: 

 Less noise 

 Improved safety 

 Easier to cross the road 

Negatives 
The three most commonly raised negative points during this stage of the activity were: 

 Congestion on the surrounding areas and junctions 

 Issues at the Tesco Roundabout, entrance and exit 

 Perception that air pollution has moved from the High street to = surrounding areas. 

Other commonly occurring themes include: 

 Traffic being unable to pass busses on the High Street causing congestion 

 Issues with the double traffic lights near to Iceland 

 Worry about health of High St Businesses 

See Appendix 4 for full post-it notes and write up 
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Activity 2 - Overview:  
The aim of activity 2 was to gain feedback on what the members consider should be the highest priority for the future of the High Street in 

order to enhance the attractiveness. The facilitator asked each member around the table to put forward a key priority which the facilitator 

would record on a large sheet of paper. The facilitator also asked the members to discuss the priorities that were suggested and any other 

priorities that were raised as a result were recorded. 

This activity took around 15 minutes, after which a feedback session (facilitated by Jim) was held. The facilitators from each table fed back to 

Jim a summary of the key priorities mentioned, and these summaries were noted by Jim on a flip chart (see Appendix 5).  
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Activity 2 - Summary of discussion and key points:  

Highest priority for the future 

The three most commonly occurring themes during this activity were: 

 Improvements to the aesthetics of the High street 

 Full/Partial pedestrianisation  

(either permanent or during certain times/days) 

 Improve links and accesses to the High street  

(improve pedestrian experience and make  

these more welcoming) 

 

Other recurring themes include: 

 Encourage new start up/supporting local businesses 

 Holding markets and other events  

 Improve facilities/public conveniences 

 Improvements to public transport including bus stops and waiting areas 

 Encourage electric vehicles 

See Appendix 6 for full table notes and write up  
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Conclusion 

Next Steps 
It was noted that in terms of next steps that B&NES Cabinet is the decision making body. They will be presented the feedback from: 

 On-street survey results 

 Online/hard copy survey results – remains open until 1 Mar 2018 

 Workshop report from this session 

 Workshop report from Accessibility and Active Travel workshop session 

 Business survey results  

 Highways TTRO consultation comments 

Emerging results could not be given during the Workshop as most was still on-going with results still coming in and data input required. It was 

noted that a decision will need to be made before Sept 2018, on whether the one way TRO will be made permanent or not (a specific date 

could not be given but it was made known that it would be summer 2018) and that a decision on the future design detail etc. of the High St 

would necessarily follow, and would generate further opportunities for engagement with the community. 

A workshop report (this report) will now be prepared by B&NES Council, and it will be shared with Deb Cooper, who will circulate to 

attendees once completed in draft.  

Thanks You! 
Thanks to Deb Cooper the NDP Project Manager and Dawn Drury and the Keynsham Town Council team for supporting the organisation, 

running and design of this joint workshop event, and for working with the B&NES Council Regeneration, Highways and Environment & Design 

teams to host this. Thanks also to everyone from the NDP topic groups who attended and took part, your input is much appreciated. 
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Table 1 

 

Positives 

 Considerably improved air quality in High Street 

 Air quality improvement 

 Less pollution 

More released atmosphere = Shopping experience 

Safer to cross road 

Less noise 

 Air quality improved 

 Less Pollution 

No standing traffic in High Street 

No as much noise 

Traffic moves faster 

Not as dangerous for pedestrians 

 Better shopping experience 

 Better for pedestrians  

(i.e. visibility is easier & it feels safer with traffic only in one direction 

 Some benefits in non rush hour traffic movement – moves more smoothly 

 Traffic better west to east 

 Future opportunity to enhance High Street 

 

Negatives 

 More traffic congestion Bath Hill/ Ashton Way 

 Unable? to easily access Temple St from west 

 Tesco mini roundabout very problematic 

Road Rage 

E – W tailbacks Bath Hill 

 2 Sets of Traffic lights in series Temple St/Rock Rd 

 Coordination of Traffic lights Temple Street/Rock Road 

 Bus obstruction main st 

Overall emissions increased? 

(longer journeys) 

Ashton Way 

 Illegal parking on ‘Boots’ side of the High St has increased 

 Charlton Rd/Tesco Junction 

 Problems at British Legion roundabout 

Access and Exit to Tesco a problem 

Junction too small 

 Tesco Car park = extension of High Street 
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Longer to get form A – B 

Poor Signage 

 Legion/Tesco entrance/roundabout – bad traffic every evening 

 Effect of one way system on many surrounding junctions (knock-on) 

 Traffic from Ashton Way wishing to go to Bath Hill/High St shops need to go to Church 

mini roundabout to travel back to destination 

 More Parking on High Street 

 Cycle tracks more obvious – yellow zig zags 

 Traffic going E along High St can only turn left – go down Bath hill into Back lane – 

interrupt flow up-hill or go to 1st mini roundabout 

 Rat Runs  

Queen Road 

Rock Road 

 

Solutions 

 Easier Direct access to Temple Street to encourage more footfall 

 Intelligent connections between 2 sets of lights 

 Wider pavements –cafe culture 

Move trees – pollution 

 Modify High St bus stop to allow bus pull in 

Remove widened pavement on bus stop and post office 

Realign parking bays 

 Tesco should have either one way in/one way out 
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Table 2 

 

Positives 

 Feels safer especially with young children 

 Improvement in air quality in the High Street  

 Improvement in air quality 

 Crossing outside HSBC feels safer 

 ½ the amount of traffic 

Reduced air pollution 

More pedestrian friendly 

 Easier to cross High Street 

 Less cars + HGVs = less noise + more pleasant environment 

 Calmness of High Street ( quieter) 

 

Negatives 

 Crossing Ashton Way (south end) on foot can be difficult 

 We have moved air pollution from the High St to Bath Hill End of Ashton Way by the 

Legion and the top of St Ladoc Rd 

 Buses at the High Street stop block passing traffic because of the Flower Pots 

Causes congestion by the Church + stops traffic going up Charlton Road 

 Use of Back Lane as roundabout 

 Some vehicles have ignored the no right turn at the bottom of Charlton road – 

Dangerous! 

 Appears to have encouraged the traffic to speed westbound (away from the High Street) 

on Charlton Road 

 Large flower pots restrict traffic passing when the bus stops outside Halifax 

 Congestion of High Street when the bus stops outside Halifax BS 
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Table 3 

 

Positives 

 Easier driving through Keynsham with light controlled pedestrian rather than zebra 

crossing 

 Generally safer & easier to cross road 

 Meeting foot fall beating national trends 

 Much more pleasant environment for pedestrians shopping in the High street without 

the traffic congestion especially late afternoon 

 Pedestrians can move more easily IF they keep an eye for bikes 

 Post office in the middle of the High Street, people can go to the GPO to get their 

pensions and also to banks – helping people to secure the availability of the banks in the 

High St keeping the post office in its traditional building with its original character – 

maintain the historical character of the High St 

 Dramatic reduction of air pollution in the High Street 

Reduction in traffic and noise 

 Generally less noxious fumes in High St 

 2 Bus stops in Ashton Way 

Better bus stop 

Better location 

Less pedestrian congestion 

 Planters are visually pleasant 

 Much easier to drive form Charlton Road into the High St to turn left at all times of day 

 

Negatives 

 No crossing provision across Bath Hill west (between betting shop & sainsburys steps) 

 Insufficient money & staff for the task 

The number of extra traffic lights & extra short stops increasing the impact on air 

quality at exhaust level and if pollution was measured from Broad Mead roundabout 

Charlton Road the figures would be negative 

 No right hand turn from High St into Temple Street is slowing down traffic flow by 

crowding Charlton Rd – Ashton Way – Rock Road 

 Air pollution + Traffic jams have now been moved on to Bath Hill 

 New traffic lights need to be taken into account as they will cause tail back in the High 

St by St. Johns 

 Charlton Rd/Ashton Way Junction in Tesco too confusing 

 Problem of traffic congestion on Bath Hill & Bath Road especially in rush hour 

 Poorly positioned & co-ordinated pedestrian light crossings which exacerbate noxious 

fumes in some areas 
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 Wheel chair access in High Street is problematic where street vendors (grocery + cafes) 

use pavements 

 Pedestrian crossings not coordinated on High St & Rock Road + Bath Hill causing tail 

back 

 Continuous queuing traffic east to west from Broadmead R/A/B thru Keynsham 

 The pedestrian lights crossings in Rock road and Sainsburys areas are causing build up of 

traffic down Bath Hill and at peak traffic periods back up to the Wellsway junction and 

often down to Broadmeed Roundabout. Needs to watched carefully particularly as the 

A4 Broadmead Roundabout is congested at peak hours 

 Problem with traffic congestion caused by the pedestrian crossing & illegal parking at 

loading bay outside Sainsburys 

 Outside the High St B3216 A4 

Effect of children walking to school 

The traffic jams and bottlenecks caused on the eastern side of the High St is 

detrimental to their health + academic success  

Many recent studies are promoting this concern 

 Inadequate Monitoring 

The Keynsham air pollution plan has not been updates since 2015. It is not using the 

most modern technology in many places. The onoly area being monitored is the 

High St. The impact of the congestion outside the High Street Areas is not being 

monitored the impact should be studied for the wholeeffect B3126 & A4 

 The trial has proved the major intention of improving partial pedestrianistion of the high 

street can’t be achieved because of the disappointing area of space taken up by the one 

way cycle track. The cycle track should be eliminated to allow the pedestrian area to be 

developed including paved areas and small tree planting 

 Temple St Congestion 

Traffic maring awkward turns – Back Lane Mini Roundabouts Bath Hill 

Pollution moved to Ashton Way – no pollution monitoring 

Parking for uploading between planters 

Access from Tesco 
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Table 4  

 

Positives 

 Massive potential for more interesting shops + businesses 

 Safer + Quieter 

 Bring Keynsham up to date 

 Massive potential for cultural + social activities 

 Massive improvements to 

Air quality 

Noise reduction 

 Awful traffic holdups + congestion has gone 

 Potential for part pedestrianisation Time 

 Much improved pedestrian environment 

Air Quality 

Noise Levels 

 I appreciate the street furniture 

Flower Boxes 

 Cylists have a through route on the high street just for them 

 Shoppers in the high street find it easier to cross the High Street- Mind the bikes! 

 Easier to cross the High Street 

 Bus stops in Ashton Way is massive improvements 

 Potential illustrated to what it could be if done properly 

 Traffic Flow much improved 

 

Negatives 

 Exit from Tesco Car Park is Harder 

 Turn into Tesco from South is Harder 

 From Tesco – Out of Keynsham 

From High St – Out 

From Charlton Rd – Out 

 End of cycle path on High St 

 Benefits journeys from centre to Bath – not necessarily residents (open South end) 

 Queues back to Fox + Hounds, particularly on Sat, Force people to consider going via 

Mill Lane. Business Impact. 

 Lengthier journey to leisure centre (from N end) 

 Temple street was an extension of the High St – Now it’s not 
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Business Effect 

 Villages rat running need consideration as result of Keynsham traffic 

 Crossing Ashton way can take a long time – it’s a wide road to cross 

 Bike Lane need improvements 

 Harder to cross Ashton Way (lack of pedestrian crossings) 

 Going “round the block again” means probably will go out of Keynsham. All junctions 

throw you out, out, out. Businesses Impacted 

 Increased parking on double yellows north of 1-way (delivery trucks) 

 Faster traffic on high street? 

 Pinch Point on small r’abouts – Lorries mounting pavement 

 The trial has not helped people with lack of vision to see its potential 

 Has never been policed properly since its inception 

 Inexplicable that cycle way isn’t coloured 

 

Solutions 

 Solution to traffic flow (eg) from Bristol – Marksbury  

Divert Traffic south (one way only) along Avon Mill Lane 

 

Other 

 Data on traffic accidents before and after – what are the findings? 
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Appendix 5 - 
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Appendix 6 – Table notes: 

Table 1 

 High Street Pedestrianised at Weekends only 

 High Street has market stalls on Saturdays 

 Weekly Markets 

 Free parking on Saturdays to encourage shoppers 

 High Street pedestrianised 9:30 – 16:00 Mon-Fri + W/end 

 Include bigger picture in High St traffic consideration – Decrease through traffic 

through better external traffic flow 

 Improve the look of back of shops in Ashton Way 

 Pedestrian Alley 

 More trees and plants on High Street 

 Better signage for shoppers 

 Better air quality wildlife 

Table 2 

 More Niche market shops, independent, a mix 

o High street needs to be more attractive to retailers 

o Car parking (more out of town parking with regular services into town 

centre) + improved public transport 

 Improve environment to attract people in 

o Including trees + planting 

 Using the High Street for regular markets and other events 

 Improving links to the memorial park 

 Options for full pedestrianisation? 

o Close during the day? 
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Table 3 

 Encourage electric buses 

 A better train service & interesting bus service 

 Fuller or full pedestrianisation 

 Electric cars & Charging points 

 Proper Dial-a-Ride stop 

 Tidy up accesses into High Street for pedestrians – High St to Ashton Way, High St 
to Park 

 Shopfronts – improvements 

 Encourage – New Starts 

 Difficult to find the access for the space 

 Make use of other community facilities + improves 

 Make sure there is a continuation of Market Walk to link the older riverside 

 Business rates legislation changes monies collected to be spent in Keynsham to make 

improvements 

 Better signage 

 

Table 4 

 Foliage/Trees 

 Litter/Recycling to separate 

 Public conveniences – now closed. Could provide a facility (Could be linked to bus 
stop). People with disabilities. Inappropriate use 

o Shops (not good for business) 

 Civic Centre: Shop fronts; Street scene. Loading bays are in wrong location. Loading 

only after 6pm 

 Areas to be improved over time 1960s areas  

 Parking on street Bath Hill 

 Temple St enhancement: extra 99 flats. Very Quiet. New cycle shop and canteen. 

Shoppers car park: Multi story. Not just for leisure centre 

 More people finding out about car parking 

 On street car parking – next to fire station 

 Business – what will keep them on the High St. Buying on the High St 

 Shared space? Indications if safe 

 Free sat car parking 


